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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Scope:

Tetra Tech was selected by the Oklahoma City Water Utilities Trust (OCWUT) to design a 42” Water 
Transmission Main from Booster Station No. 9 at 7626 W. Reno Ave. to near 7500 Melrose Lane. 

Summary: 

Project WC-0930 will install 3,926 linear feet of 42” Water Transmission Main from the discharge side of existing 
Booster Pump Station No. 9 to a location near 7424 Melrose Lane, connecting to project WC-0855. The new 
water transmission main will be installed beginning approximately 25 feet west of the existing Booster Station No. 
9 property. From there, the water line will extend to the north across eastbound lanes of Reno to the median 
extending east approximately 450 feet, then extend north across westbound Reno Ave.  At this point the pipeline 
will parallel 48-inch water line project WC-0853 on the south and east side of 7725 Reno Ave property in a new 
easement. The pipeline will turn east at the north end of the 7725 Reno Ave for approximately 550 feet. The 
alignment will extend north along the east property line approximately 850 feet to a point on the south side of 
Melrose Lane near 7500 Melrose Lane where it will connect to project WC-0855. The majority of this water main 
will require acquisition of new easements (See Project Location Map, Appendix B & C). The design will utilize 
steel pipe. 

Cost Estimate: 

Welded Steel Pipe, 3,926 linear feet                $3,714,200 

Backup Generator, 1 MW         $1,188,100 

Contingency           10% 

Total Estimated Construction Cost         $5,390,000 

Schedule: 

OCWUT Approval – April 2021 

90% plans completed – May 2021 

Final plan to be completed – July 2021 

Easement acquisition anticipated to be complete – June 2021  

Advertise Project – August 2021 

Construction Contract – September 2021  

Construction completed – September 2022 

Recommendations: 

Tetra Tech recommends that the Oklahoma City Water Utilities Trust receive the Engineering Report and 
authorize Tetra Tech to continue with Final Plans and Specifications. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The scope of this project is to provide the design and engineering services for interconnecting the Hefner and 
Draper service areas to allow the transfer of treated water between the two systems. This interconnection will be 
completed by constructing approximately 3,926 linear feet of new 42” water transmission main. The scope of this 
project also includes installing isolation valves on the new 42” water transmission main, modifying the existing 
Booster Pump Station No. 9 with a permanent, onsite backup generator, and performing SCADA upgrades to 
incorporate operational monitoring and controls of the new power generation system. See Project Location Map, 
Appendix A.  

2 CONCEPT OF PROJECT (DESIGN) 

2.1 TRANSMISSION MAIN  
OCWUT determined the pipe size should be 42-inches in diameter based on a master plan study completed by 
others. The pipe will be constructed of welded steel pressure class 250 psi (150 psi operating pressure and an 
additional 100 psi surge pressure allowance.) 

The pipe will be connected to a 30-inch ductile iron (DIP) water main (project WC-0853) on the south side of W. 
Reno Avenue on the discharge side of Booster Pump Station 9 and will be routed east and then north to a point 
near 7500 Melrose Lane where it will connect to the 42-inch DIP water main of the WC-0855 project . The 42 inch 
water main will parallel a 48-inch main (WC-0853) for approximately 2,100 feet north of West Reno Ave on the 
7725 Reno property.  

2.1.1 ALIGNMENT 
Two alternative alignments were identified and evaluated based on cost, future maintenance access, number of 
easements required, and other factors. Alignment 1 was ultimately selected due to the WC-0853 project 
alignment allowing it’s 48-inch line to run parallel to the 42-inch transmission in a common easement and in a 
combined construction contract. This alignment also requires the fewest number of easements. 

Alignment 1 connects to the existing 30-inch discharge line from Booster Pump Station No. 9, on the south side of 
W. Reno Ave. The new main will cross W Reno Ave. at a northeast direction, then it parallels the north right-of-
way of W. Reno Avenue to the east edge of the 7725 Reno 1, LLC, property. At this southeast corner of the 7725 
Reno 1, LLC, property is where three butterfly valves and valve vaults will be located (two are a part of this project 
and one is a part of project WC-0853). The valves and vaults are shifted to this location to avoid being placed in 
7725 Reno 1, LLC’s parking lot. The main then turns north and parallels the east side of the 7725 Reno 1, LLC, 
property where it runs in a turf area between a storm channel and driveway. At the northern end of this segment, 
the line enters a fenced parking lot extending to a point on the north side of the 7725 Reno 1, LLC, property at 
Lucent Drive. This segment also includes a crossing under an existing double concrete box culvert. The line then 
turns east along Lucent Drive to the northeast corner of 7725 Reno 1, LLC, property where it turns north and 
crosses the Union Pacific Railroad tracks and Pratt Properties Inc. to Melrose Lane. The pipeline connects to the 
42” DIP water transmission main (project WC-0855) at Melrose Lane and include a butterfly valve and vault just 
before the connection. Alignment 1 is indicated as Alternative 1 in Figure 1. 60% construction drawings for 
Alignment 1 are included in Appendix B. 

The estimated capital construction cost for Alignment 1 is $3,714,200. Positive considerations for Alignment 1 
included a limited number of utility conflicts and it requires the least number of permanent easements. Negative 
considerations includes a slightly higher estimated construction cost, the access is more limited in the fenced 
area, and it must cross under a large storm culvert. 
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Alignment 2 starts the same as that for Alignment 1. It connects to the existing 30-inch discharge line from 
Booster Pump Station No. 9, on the south side of W. Reno Ave. The new main will cross W.Reno Ave. at a 
northeast direction, then it parallels the north right-of-way of W. Reno Ave. to the east edge of the 7725 Reno 1, 
LLC, property. At this southeast corner of the 7725 Reno 1, LLC, property is where butterfly valves and valve 
vaults would be located (for this project and project WC-0853). The line then continues east to a point on the west 
side of the Francis Tuttle Technology property, after crossing a concrete drainage channel. The alignment then 
turns north and continues along the west side of the Francis Tuttle property to the north edge of the property. It 
then turns east along the north side of the property to a point where it turns north across a triangular-shaped 
property owned by 7725 Reno 1, LLC. It then continues north and along the west edge of the 7-Eleven, Inc. 
property to the Union Pacific Railroad right-of-way. The route continues across the railroad tracks and north along 
the west edge of Pratt Properties, Inc. to Melrose Lane. The pipeline connects to the 42” DIP water transmission 
main (project WC-0855) at Melrose Lane and include a butterfly valve and vault just before the connection. 
Alignment 2 is indicated as Alternative 2 in Figure 1. 

Figure 1 – Alignment Alternatives Map 

The estimated capital construction cost for Alignment 2 is $3,650,000. Positive considerations for Alignment 2 
included the lowest estimated construction cost, it is mainly constructed under unpaved surfaces for cheaper 
future maintenance, it had the shortest expected construction duration, and it had relatively few utility conflicts. 
The main negative consideration was the fact that it would require the largest number of permanent easements 
and wouldn’t have the advantage of the shared easement on the 7725 Reno property. 
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2.1.2 INTERCONNECTION TO 48” WC-0853 PROJECT 
An interconnection of the 42-inch transmission main (project WC-0930) and the 48-inch transmission main 
(project WC-0853) will provide flexibility in water delivery between the Hefner and Draper service areas.  The 
operating scenarios this interconnect allows are as follows: 

1. Pump from the discharge side of Booster 9 north up Council Road toward Hefner Water Treatment Plant 
and service area. 

2. Pump from the suction side of Booster 9 north up Council Road toward Hefner WTP 
3. Pump from the suction side of Booster 9 to the east to Overholser Dual Use Pump Station. 
4. Simultaneously pump from the discharge side of Booster 9 north up Council Road to Hefner WTP AND

from the suction side of Booster 9 to the east to Overholser Dual Use Pump Station. 
5. Delivering water from Hefner WTP to Overholser through the Council Road pipeline. 

A pressure reducing and sustaining valve will be required for this functionality. This valve will be placed on the 42-
inch line between the discharge side of the booster pump station 9 and this interconnect.  

Figure 2 – Interconnect Schematic 
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2.1.3 STANDBY POWER GENERATOR 
The existing station BPS 9 has four horizontal centrifugal split-case pumps, each 350-hp, and each is mated to a 
400-hp rated variable frequency drive (VFD). The station is currently served by a single source 480V, 3-phase, 
utility power from OG&E. BPS 9 currently does not have a standby generator; instead, the station power 
switchboard has a NEMA 3R terminal box located just outside and north of the building for manual connection to 
a portable generator. The scope of the current project is to install a permanent standby natural gas generator as 
evaluated and summarized in Sections 2.3.2, 2.3.3, and 2.3.4, below. 

2.2 SURVEY 
Topographic survey and section line corner survey has been performed along the alignment and at BPS 9. 
Additionally, verification of the ground data has been completed with standard surveying methods plus all known 
above and below ground utilities identified by Tetra Tech’s subcontractor, Lemke Land Surveying, that are 
adjacent to and crossing the proposed pipeline alignment. Call OKIE along with the City of Oklahoma City were 
contacted to locate the utilities prior to the topographic survey. The utility information from utility markings and 
available utility atlas maps have been collected and integrated with the topographic survey. Section line corner(s) 
survey has been completed to establish control for the project and to prepare legal descriptions and acquire 
permanent and temporary construction easements as needed.  Existing permanent easements were identified 
along the alignment. An easement description was prepared for the property adjacent to the pump station for 
siting the backup generator. 

2.3 ENGINEERING DESIGN 

2.3.1 WATER TRANSMISSION MAIN 
The proposed 42” water transmission main will connect at a new tee to be installed approximately 25 feet west of 
Booster Pump Station 9 on an existing ductile iron main. The connection will consist of a 30” x 30” Tee on the 
existing 30” DIP water main. Then a 30” x 42” Reducer will branch off the 30” x 30” Tee to begin the new 42” 
water main. At the northern end of the project, the main will terminate near 7500 Melrose Lane and connect to 
project WC-0855 (See construction drawings, Appendix B). The 42” water transmission main will begin with a new 
tee connection, 42” x 30 reducer and 42” butterfly valve and vault.  The main will then will be bored under 
eastbound lanes of W. Reno Ave. to the north and then turn to the east in the grass median for about 450’. At this 
point, the transmission main will be installed in a bored casing under westbound W. Reno Ave and will head east 
in a combined easement with the 48” main (WC-0853 project) on the 7725 Reno 1, LLC property. The two parallel 
mains will run east along the south edge of the property approximately 450 feet where the two lines will be 
interconnected with a series of 3 valve vaults allowing for the desired flow routing options (see plan sheet 12 in 
Appendix B). The alignment minimizes the amount of concrete pavement removal and traffic disruptions. After 
paralleling the 48” main for approximately 1,600 feet north in a grassy area and parking lot, the alignments 
diverge with the 42” turning east and the 48” turning west for approximately 550 feet. The 42” main then turns 
east with two 45 degree elbows and runs along the north edge of the private drive for approximately 550 feet. At 
this point, the main turns again to the north through a bored and jacked steel casing under the UPRR tracks and 
continues 825 feet to near 7500 Melrose along the west edge of the Pratt Properties parcel to a 42” valve vault. 
Utility relocations and disruptions avoided to the maximum extent possible, and for this reason, the horizontal and 
vertical alignments are designed to avoid all conflicts. 

This project’s 42” water transmission main will be designed in concert with the 48” WC-0853 project and bid in the 
same construction package.  Both projects will be bid as welded steel to reduce the need for large thrust blocks 
and anticipated reduced cost.  Findings from a pending geotechnical investigation will determine the coatings and 
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corrosion protection design requirements. All fittings will be welded steel except for the butterfly valves, which are 
ductile iron. The minimum depth of cover to the top of the pipe will be five (5) feet. A steel casing pipe will be used 
for all borings when required. Borings will occur across Reno Ave. near the beginning of the project, under a 
concrete box culvert near the middle of the project, and at the UPRR railroad track crossing. The joints of all 
carrier pipe within steel casing will be restrained. 

Tetra Tech is coordinating geotechnical investigations with the 48” WC-0853 designer for soil conditions, railroad 
crossing method recommendation (required by UPRR), trenching and backfill recommendation, and soil 
corrosivity testing for coating and corrosion protection design.  Soil borings will be taken at 15 locations along the 
alignment.  

The proposed horizontal boring plan across Reno, UPRR tracks, and Melrose eliminates the need for any major 
street closures. All driveway crossings shall be designed to not preclude property access. Construction traffic 
control plans will be included within the final construction contract documents 

2.3.2 BACKUP GENERATOR  
Tetra Tech evaluated the two most common types of backup generators for commercial use. Based on the sizing 
requirements due to the large pump motors, it was recommended to install a new, permanent, 1 MW, natural gas 
fired generator with automatic transfer switch and walk-in enclosure. The specifications will include the 
requirement of having the generator manufacturer produce an Operations and Maintenance manual that will be 
submitted to the City after the install of the generator. This option was selected and continued into further design. 
60% construction plans for the proposed generator site are attached in Appendix B. 

2.3.2.1 Generator Sizing 
BPS 9 has four (3-duty and 1-standby) 350-hp pumps, each rated for 5,800 GPM at 173 feet of total dynamic 
head. All pumps are identical units, Fairbanks Morse, 10-inch Impeller Curve #2823A, Frame 449T, with 1800 
RPM, Toshiba induction motor. Each pump is provided with a VFD to control speed and hence the discharge 
pressure. The current mode of operation is to maintain a set discharge pressure which is based on the need to 
maintain adequate pressure near BPS 14 and the west end of W. Reno Avenue. 

With three pumps in operation, the firm capacity of BPS 9 is approximately 20 MGD at 92% speed and 23 MGD at 
100% speed. Since BPS 9 is an inline booster pump, the discharge pressure is a function of the suction pressure. 
Assuming a suction pressure of 65 psig, the estimated discharge pressure is approximately 133 psig at 20 MGD 
and 146 psig at 23 MGD. It is important to note that this estimated pressure assumes BPS 9 discharge is entirely 
conveyed through the 18-inch and 30-inch along West W. Reno Avenue to BPS 14 and the West Reno Service 
area. With the proposed WC-0930 W. Reno Crossing and connection to the proposed 48-inch transmission main 
(WC-0853), the discharge hydraulics will be different, and the discharge pressure will be lower to convey the 
same firm capacity of the station due to lower pipe friction losses. 

The proposed generator is sized to support the firm capacity of the station. The generator will be sized to operate 
up to three existing 350-hp pumps simultaneously. The starting current in an induction motor is significantly higher 
than the running current; therefore, to minimize the generator size, it is proposed to start the pumps in staggered 
sequence. With the use of existing VFDs, the starting currents seen by a generator are further reduced, lessening 
the impact of starting loads on the generator. Along with the three pump motors. there are approximately 50 kW of 
heating load, 30 kW of cooling load and 10 kVA of remaining building loads. In summary, the proposed generator 
will be sized to handle the following loads: 

 Existing three pumps, each 350 hp for a total connected load of 1,050 hp. 

 80 kW of building HVAC load. 
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 10 kVA of other miscellaneous building load. 

2.3.2.2 Generator Fuel Source 
There are two fuel options for this site: diesel or natural gas. Each fuel source has its own pros and cons as 
summarized below. 

2.3.2.3 Diesel Generators 
Typically, diesel generators have a smaller footprint than natural gas generators since the diesel engine can 
provide more starting capacity per kW. A smaller footprint would help to meet some existing site constraints. 
However, diesel fuels will have the following disadvantages: 

 Due to existing site layout and busy traffic along W. Reno Avenue, diesel fuel delivery to the site will 
involve difficult maneuvering inside the fenced area and may require temporary lane closure along W. 
Reno Ave. 

 During a major natural disaster with an areawide impact, the availability and transport of diesel fuel may 
be difficult. 

 Though diesel generators have a smaller footprint than natural gas generators, they require additional 
space for fuel storage, secondary containment, and the need to maintain a Spill Prevention Control and 
Countermeasure Plan (SPCC Plan). 

 Diesel engines require more in-depth regular maintenance than natural gas engines. 

 Diesel fuel is not recommended for long-term, on-site storage. 

2.3.2.4 Natural Gas Generators 
Natural gas generators are slightly larger for the same load capacity due to their lower starting capacity per kW. 
However, such generators can be directly connected to the utility fuel source and will not require separate fuel 
delivery and storage. Natural gas units burn relatively cleaner and generally require a lower level of maintenance 
than diesel generators. 

There is an 8-inch, high-pressure gas line running within the median of W. Reno Avenue. There is also a 4-inch 
line that runs along the south side of W. Reno Avenue and runs in front of the BPS 9 station. This 4-inch line runs 
west, past BPS 9 to serve the Outlet Mall. ONG is planning on supplying the backup generator from the 4-inch 
line on the south side of W Reno Avenue. The proposed 1 MW generator will require a natural gas supply of 13 
MMBTU/hour at an inlet pressure of 3.8 psig. Tetra Tech contacted Oklahoma Natural Gas (ONG) and submitted 
the elevated pressure service request. ONG reviewed the request and confirmed gas service availability to supply 
the proposed load. 

2.3.2.5 On-Site Location 
The proposed location for the generator is a new lot immediately to the east of the Booster Pump Station 9 
building. See sheet 15 of the 60% construction plans provided in Appendix B for the proposed location. 

2.3.3 Generator Enclosure and Screening Wall 
The proposed generator will be provided with an all-weather enclosure. There are two types of enclosures that 
can be utilized for this exterior-mounted generator. The two types are a standard walk-in enclosure and a sound 
attenuating enclosure. The standard walk-in enclosure encapsulates the generator with minimal space for 
maintenance access. This type of enclosure requires the smallest footprint on the site. The sound attenuating 
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enclosure provides baffling on the intake and exhaust of the enclosure. This baffling redirects the air such that 
direct flow air paths do not occur, reducing the wind noise and the overall noise of the generator during operation. 
The addition of these baffles extends the enclosure footprint by a factor of approximately 1/3. 

Since the station is in a commercial area with significant physical separation from populated areas, and given the 
existing site constraints for additional space, Tetra Tech recommended that a standard weather-proof, walk-in 
type enclosure be selected. 

Due to the generator enclosure, the need for a separate screening wall is reduced. Accommodating a screening 
wall within the existing site will not be practical due to space constraints for site access, site parking and line 
maintenance activities. Therefore, Tetra Tech did not recommend installing a separate screening wall. 

2.3.4 System Interconnection 
The existing power distribution system does not include a permanent generator. There are two key interlocked 
circuit breakers that allow the operators to decide between utility power or a portable generator. With the 
installation of a permanent on-site generator, the key interlocked circuit breakers will be replaced with an 
automatic transfer switch (ATS) that can switch between the utility versus generator feed automatically. 

2.4 UTILITIES 
Call OKIE was used to determine utility companies within the project limits. All known utilities have been indicated 
on the construction drawings. The pipeline has been designed to minimize the impact to existing utilities. 
Sensitive utilities including fiber optics and gas mains have been avoided.  Utility coordination has been limited to 
virtual meetings and are ongoing. Tetra Tech has performed potholing of some critical crossing to determine 
depths and verify dimensions to minimize conflicts. Potholing location exhibits and information is presented in 
Appendix D. The major utilities within the project limits are: water, sanitary sewer, storm sewer, fiber optics, 
underground telephone, overhead and underground electric, natural gas and petroleum products lines.  Another 
utility coordination meeting is planned utilizing the latest set of collective plans, (project WC-0853) and this project 
(project WC-0930). 

2.5 PERMITS 
The 42” water transmission main is proposed to be constructed across the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) right-
of-way. A permit application has been initiated with UPRR for the crossing. The UPRR requires a geotechnical 
report supporting the method of installation with the soil conditions and will require track and ground monitoring 
during construction.  The design of the crossing will meet all requirements of UPRR. 

The proposed 42” water transmission main will also require an ODEQ “Permit to Construct”. To ensure ODEQ’s 
permit review does not delay bidding, Tetra Tech will coordinate with the 48” WC-0853 designer to prepare the 
permit application and furnish all other information required by ODEQ to OCWUT immediately upon reaching final 
design. 

Guernsey has determined that a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Section 404 Permit (404-D) will not be necessary 
for this project. No work is planned within the buffer zones of any waters of the state. There will be no dredging or 
fill materials impacting waters of the state specified in the plans or due to the construction activities. 

The contractor will be responsible for obtaining all construction related permits from the appropriate local 
departments, including but not limited to work zone permits and traffic control permits. 





APPENDIX A – PROJECT LOCATION MAP 





APPENDIX B – CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS 















































APPENDIX C – OPINION OF PROBABLE CONSTRUCTION COST 



Alternative 1

Oklahoma City 
42" Water Transmission Line and BPS 9 Improvements
WC-0930
Opinion of Probable Construction Costs 

Item Description Quantity Unit Unit Price Base Price
Pipeline

1 Color Audio/ Video Recording Pre-Construction  & Post -Const. Video 1 LS 5,000.00$        5,000.00$          
2 Stormwater management, sediment and erosion control 1 LS 30,000.00$     30,000.00$        
3 Crushed Rock Foundations 200 CY 85.00$             17,000.00$        
4 42" Steel Pipeline Open Cut 3,926 LF 360.00$           1,413,400.00$  
5 42" Steel Pipeline Cathodic Protection 3,926 LF 4.00$                15,800.00$        
6 Boring for 54-inch Steel Encasement Pipe 258 LF 1,060.00$        273,500.00$      
7 54" Steel  Pipe Encasement Min. Wall Thickness 0.438 148 LF 550.00$           81,400.00$        
8 54" Steel  Pipe Encasement Min. Wall Thickness 0.719 110 LF 550.00$           60,500.00$        
9 42" Butterfly Valve  4 EA 75,000.00$    300,000.00$      

10 42" x 45 Deg Bends (RJ) 11 EA 15,000.00$    165,000.00$      
11 42" x 22.5 Deg Bends (RJ) 10 EA 10,500.00$    105,000.00$      
12 30" Tee 1 EA 16,000.00$    16,000.00$        
13 48" x 42" Reducer 2 EA 20,000.00$    40,000.00$        
14 42" x 30" Reducer 2 EA 13,000.00$    26,000.00$        
15 42" Harnessed Mechanical Coupling 3 EA 12,000.00$     36,000.00$        
16 2" Combination Air/Vacuum valves and Vault 3 EA 15,000.00$    45,000.00$        

17
42" Butterfly Valve Vault and Accessories Complete (includes concrete, gages, 
blow-offs, piping, fittings, sump pump, ladders, hatches, etc.) 4 EA 165,000.00$   660,000.00$      

18 Connection to existing piping 5 EA 7,500.00$        37,500.00$        
19 Dewatering 1 LS 10,000.00$    10,000.00$        
20 Electrical Conduit, Wiring and Controls 1 LS 20,000.00$    20,000.00$        
21 Remove and Replace Concrete Driveway/ Parking Lot 400 SY 110.00$          44,000.00$        
22 Remove and Replace Asphalt Driveway/ Parking Lot 950 SY 85.00$            80,800.00$        
23 Remove and Replace Street (Concrete Base, Asphalt Overlay) 380 SY 120.00$          45,600.00$        
24 Remove and Replace Sidewalk 225 SY 75.00$            16,900.00$        
25 Remove and Replace Concrete Curb and Gutter 425 LF 35.00$            14,900.00$        
26 Remove and Replace Concrete Channel 35 LF 120.00$          4,200.00$          
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Alternative 1

Oklahoma City 
42" Water Transmission Line and BPS 9 Improvements
WC-0930
Opinion of Probable Construction Costs 

Item Description Quantity Unit Unit Price Base Price
27 Remove and Replace 10" RCP 10 LF 75.00$            800.00$              
28 Remove and Replace 12" RCP 50 LF 85.00$            4,300.00$          
29 Seeding/Sodding 9697 SY 5.00$               48,500.00$        
30 Remove and Replace Concrete Flume 9 CY 120.00$          1,100.00$          
31 Remove and Replace Fence - Type 11 (8-FT Chain Link) 25 LF 38.00$            1,000.00$          
32 Hydrostatic Pressure Testing, Disinfection, Dechlorination and Disposal 1 LS 25,000.00$    25,000.00$        
33 Construction Staking and GIS As Built Survey 1 LS 25,000.00$    25,000.00$        
34 6" Fire Hydrant Assembly 2 EA 5,000.00$       10,000.00$        
35 Clearing and Grubbing 1 LS 20,000.00$     20,000.00$        
36 Railroad Monitoring/Flagging 1 LS 15,000.00$     15,000.00$        

3,714,200.00$  
Generator

37 Concrete Driveway 148 SY 90 13,400.00$        
38 Generator Pad 47 SY 100.00$          4,700.00$          
39 Concrete Fence Curb 240 LF 35 8,400.00$          
40 8" Steel Ornamental Fence 240 LF 75.00$             18,000.00$        
41 15' Cantilever Gate 1 EA 5,000.00$        5,000.00$          
42 Concrete Bollard 2 EA 250.00$           500.00$              
43 Generator and ATS 1 LS 955,000.00$   955,000.00$      
44 Gas Service Line 100 LF 25.00$             2,500.00$          
45 6" RMC 600 LF 126.50$           75,900.00$        
46 2" RMC 475 LF 24.10$             11,500.00$        
47 #500 kcmil 20 CLF 1,290.00$       25,800.00$        
48 #250 kcmil 6 CLF 795.00$          4,800.00$          
49 #10 AWG 16 CLF 82.50$            1,400.00$          
50 #14 AWG 30 CLF 56.70$            1,800.00$          
51 Trench and Ductbank 200 LF 175.00$          35,000.00$        
52 Demolition ($90/hr for 2 men) 80 HR 180.00$          14,400.00$        

Subtotal Pipeline
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Alternative 1

Oklahoma City 
42" Water Transmission Line and BPS 9 Improvements
WC-0930
Opinion of Probable Construction Costs 

Item Description Quantity Unit Unit Price Base Price
53 SCADA Programming 1 LS 10,000.00$    10,000.00$        

1,188,100.00$  
Summary
Pipeline Subtotal 3,714,200.00$ 
Generator Subtotal 1,188,100.00$ 
Contingency 10% 490,300.00$     

 Total 5,390,000.00$  

Subtotal Generator
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APPENDIX D – POTHOLING LOCATIONS 



Utility Location Information
SUL Marking Date: 
Client: 
City: 
Location No. of
Project No. 

General Location Description:

OKIE location Marked?  Yes  No  Other 

Was Utility Located?  Yes  No (if Yes, Show Schematic Below)
Location Schematic:

Signature Date
- Indicates Found Utility Location
- Indicates Pot Hole Location
- Indication Probed Location up to 9' Deep

NOTE:
1. All Utility Sizes Indicated are Approximate.
2. The pipe type listed is general based on visual from the surface.

UL4way ©SUL 2007

Sa
vi

ng
s 

W
ay

Loc #1
COMM
2" PVC
2'-8" Deep
Native

190'

40'

52'

B/C

45'

39'

#3

Loc #2
COMM
3 - 2" PVC
5'-9" Deep
Native

1'

7'#1

#2

#4G

S/
W

Loc #3
WATER
18" DIP
4'-11" Deep
Native

G
W W

C C

C C

B/C

S/W

W Reno Ave

W Reno Ave

Loc #4
GAS
12" Steel
6'-6" Deep
Native

Signature
- Indicatatttttttattttttttatatattttttttttttttttttttttttattttttatatataaatttttttatattttttaaaataaaaaaattaaaaataaaaa eseeeee Found Utility Location



Utility Location Information
SUL Marking Date: 
Client: 
City: 
Location No. of
Project No. 

General Location Description:

OKIE location Marked?  Yes  No  Other 

Was Utility Located?  Yes  No (if Yes, Show Schematic Below)
Location Schematic:

Signature Date
- Indicates Found Utility Location
- Indicates Pot Hole Location
- Indication Probed Location up to 9' Deep

NOTE:
1. All Utility Sizes Indicated are Approximate.
2. The pipe type listed is general based on visual from the surface.

UL4way ©SUL 2007

Loc #5
COMM
2 - 2" PVC
6'-1" Deep
Native

2'

318'

118' to B/C of
Frontier Dr

B/C

4'

147'

#9

Loc #6
COMM
3" PVC
4'-11" Deep
Native

72'

#10

MH

Loc #7
WATER
4" Steel
2'-8" Deep
Native

E

W

C

C

B/C

S/W

W Reno Ave

209'14'

C

1'

#6

#5

#7

#8

15'

6'

Loc #8
WATER
Conc Thrust Block
2'-6" Deep
Native

Loc #9
ELEC
2'W x 2'H Conc Bank
4'-0" Deep
Native

Loc #10
COMM
3" PVC
6'-0" Deep
Native

Signaturuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu e
- Indicccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccattttatatattatattattatttatatttattatatataatattaaaataaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa es Found Utility Location



Utility Location Information
SUL Marking Date: 
Client: 
City: 
Location No. of
Project No. 

General Location Description:

OKIE location Marked?  Yes  No  Other 

Was Utility Located?  Yes  No (if Yes, Show Schematic Below)
Location Schematic:

Signature Date
- Indicates Found Utility Location
- Indicates Pot Hole Location
- Indication Probed Location up to 9' Deep

NOTE:
1. All Utility Sizes Indicated are Approximate.
2. The pipe type listed is general based on visual from the surface.

UL4way ©SUL 2007

Loc #11
COMM
1" Cable
3'-4" Deep
Native

B/C

13'

10'

Loc #12
COMM
2" PVC
3'-8" Deep
Native

27'

C

B/C

S/W

Lucent Dr

#11

#8

C

CC

#12

S/W

Signature
- Indicattattattatttttattttttatttattattttttttattattttttatttattttttttttatatatttttttaattttaaaaaatttaaaaaatttaaaaataa eeeeeseeeeeee Found Utility Location




